New Products
Vikan Compact Deck Scrub
7042x

Available in 5 colors

Clean around equipment and against walls with this HACCP-compliant
color-coded deck/wall scrub. This scrub features angled bristles around
the perimeter and a rounded, compact design for improved durability.

Vikan 26” Ultra Hygiene Handle
2966x

Available in 5 colors

A smaller size of our popular Ultra Hygiene Handles, this 26” workhorse
can help reach into drains and short tubes. It comes in five colors
to support color-coding plans. This ergonomically friendly handle is
designed with vertical ridges and a matte finish for an improved grip.

Vikan 40” Ultra Hygiene Handle
2968x

Available in 5 colors

Reduce worker strain with this short Ultra Hygiene Handle. Lighter and
more compact than other handles, this 40” handle is completely made
of FDA-compliant polypropylene. The matte texture and vertical ridges
help add grip.
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More products in more colors than any other system.
See for yourself at remcoproducts.com

Vikan Upright Dustpan
5662x

Available in 6 colors

This dustpan has an enlarged rear and side walls to allow it to hold
more debris while its contact lip allows for easy and efficient sweeping.
The outer front surface has a raised area to prevent debris from falling
back out, making this a practical choice for cleaning up a large area
quickly and with less strain on workers.

Vikan Angle Cut Lobby Broom
3105x

Available in 6 colors

This broom tackles dry and wet debris with ease thanks to its
combination of small and large diameter bristles. The angled cut
reaches into corners easily and allows for an ergonomic sweeping
position.

Vikan Split Bristle Angle Broom
2916x

Available in 6 colors

The split bristle angle head broom is designed to handle fine particles
like dust, flour, and powdered sugar. The soft/split bristles gently sweep
away these powders without leaving residues. The broom head, made
of FDA-compliant materials, comes in six colors, making it a great
addition to any color-coded food safety or sanitation plan.
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